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Chairman’s Buzzwords 
T r e v o r  N a s h  

I hope that you had a good Christmas and that most of 
you have had a successful beekeeping year, although I 
know some have had a mixed result as far as honey pro-
duction is concerned. 
I am pleased that we have been able to meet up on a cou-
ple of occasions in 2021 now that most of the restrictions 
have been lifted. Kirsty Stainton’s talk in September was the first 
event we held ‘in person’ for a long time. This was also streamed and we will 
probably carry on with this format for the time being. 
It was also good to see some of you again at our Autumn Honey Show and offi-
cial opening by the Bishop of Norwich of the ‘Paul Metcalf Teaching Apiary’ at 
Coston (more in this issue). This was a wonderful day as the weather was good 
and it was great to meet up and look around the lovely site we have at Coston. 
Thanks to Dina and Jamie Hambro for the use of their facilities for displaying 
the autumn show. 
We still need to be mindful of threats to our bees. Unfortunately, theft of hives 
is still a problem. Asian hornets have been found recently at Ascot and Gosport 
so we need to look out for these as well as diseases. Nevertheless, advice is 
always available and should you have any concerns please contact me or any 
member of the NBKA committee and we will endeavour to help you. 
Members will start to receive the 2022 Yearbook in January and you will find a 
2022 events calendar within it (as well as the upcoming events on the last page 
of Buzzword). We will keep you informed of any changes during the year. We 
are also looking at events online and we will notify you when these become 
available. For example, we have got our first talk of the year, in person and 
streamed, by Nigel Bowden on “assembling hive parts”. I hope that, if you feel 
safe, you will come along and we will do our best to make a safe environment 
(22nd January, 2pm, Salvation Army Hall, 3 St Nicholas Street, Dereham). I look 
forward to seeing you at this and future events.  
All that remains is for me to wish you a Happy New Year and best wishes to you 
all, Trevor (chairnbka@gmail.com) 
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B e e s  i n  t h e  n e w s  
'Banned' bee-harming pesticide approved for use, despite expert advice: Emer-
gency use of a product containing the chemical thiamethoxam has been author-
ised in England because of a virus which affects sugar beets. In 2018, an almost 
total ban was put in by the EU and UK because of the serious damage the chemi-
cal could cause to bees. https://bbc.in/3FEYoDP 
Wild heirs of lost British honeybee found at Blenheim: Possibly the last wild 
descendants of Britain’s native honeybee population found in a forest. 
https://bit.ly/3KsH0G0 
Climatic drivers of honey bee disease: A new study from Newcastle Univer-
sity has provided clues on how changing weather patterns might be driving 
disease in UK colonies. https://go.nature.com/3fIlBdG 
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joy to handle, but as the season progresses they can 
become more difficult. Two reasons can be put down to 
forage: the number of old bees in the colony increases 
(it is the old ones that are likely to be more trouble-
some) and there may be less for them to forage on 
making them hostile; again in a major honey flow with 
the flying bees occupied on foraging they can be a joy 
to handle. 

Other factors that upsets bees 
Sometimes there can be external things that upset 
them. Some people suggest putting them under high-
voltage power lines can upset them. I don’t know if this 

is true but have observed some other effects 
from power lines. Siting can also have an 
effect. Many years ago I used to do demon-
strations in Cambridge botanic gardens, and 
there was one colony supplied by a local 
beekeeper, which was very aggressive. When 
asked about it he claimed that it was a pussy 
cat, the most docile he had. On investigation 
it was found that the problem was the 
branch of a tree that was constantly tapping 
the roof, keeping the bees on alert all the 
time. Moving it from that situation it went 
back to normal. 
Handling can also be a contributing factor. 
Many years ago again I was asked to look at 
a colony that the beekeeper said was very 
vicious. When I arrived on site, I was not sur-
prised. There were crushed bees under the 
lugs of the frames and between the boxes. 

When you crush bees you release the smell of the ven-
om into the atmosphere, which gets more bees on to 
the attack. This particular colony was ready. 
When handling bees, smoke the colony before opening 
and always use calm, precise movements. The amount 
of smoke you use will depend on the temperament of 
the bees. Do not smoke down between the frames but 
across the top bars of the frames, and if they are a bit 
restless, in between each comb you take out, smoke 
just across the top to push them back. The disadvantage 
of using large amounts of smoke is that it will probably 
make it more difficult to find the queen. Some people 
use cover cloths, never a route that I have gone down 
but over the years I have got into the 
habit of laying the first comb out 

 

(Continued on p3) 

 

 

The results of the glove survey 
in a recent issue of Buzzword, 
were interesting, and made me 
reflect on one or two aspects of 

bees and their handling. 
When I started beekeeping, some time ago 

now, gloves were not an item that were discussed as 
an item for protection; you did not wear them! Well 
that is not quite true. In the manufacturers’ catalogues, 
leather gloves were available, and there were some red 
rubber gloves (Suregrip I think they were called) ob-
tained from chemists and “iron mongers”, but 
most people did not wear gloves. In fact Rose-
mary Fordham, who I taught at the Isle of Ely 
College when she was 18 and attended some 
beekeeping classes that I ran there, always 
reminds me that I never mentioned gloves 
when we went beekeeping, and also had them 
picking up worker bees from the comb.  
The problem with gloves is that they tend to 
make your movements clumsy and you lose 
dexterity. The leather “bee gloves” soon be-
come stiff and stuck up with propolis and ab-
sorb the smell of the venom, which gives the 
bees something to latch onto. The advantage 
in the first place is that they do help to give a 
person confidence to start with; you think you 
are protected, whereas bees are quite capable 
of stinging through even the leather ones. 
Whilst it is true that bees are less inclined to 
sit on gloves, in the case of the leather ones 
they are more likely to be attracted to attack them as 
the smell of venom builds up on them. 

Alternatives to “bee gloves” 
So what is the alternative? Household gloves (going 
under the brand name Marigolds but there are many 
types) will afford some protection and confidence. As 
you gain more confidence, you can cut out the tips of 
the thumbs and first fingers which will allow you much 
more dexterity, and allow you easily to pick up queens 
for clipping and marking. Today many beekeepers use 
disposable gloves (me included) to help to cut down 
the risk of the spread of disease, and does give confi-
dence, helps to keep fingers clean from propolis, and 
the fact that you have confidence will help in your abil-
ity to control the bees. 
There may come a time when the tem-
perament of the bees requires you to 
wear gloves for handling. What makes 
them so? Well first like humans some 
have a better temperament than others, 
so it is down to the genetical make up. 
Sometimes weather conditions can influ-
ence their temper and it is said, with 
some degree of truth, that thunder 
storms can promote hostile reactions. 
Also, the time of year; I always think at 

the beginning of the year bees are a 

  Bees, gloves and handling 
P a u l  M e t c a l f ,  N D B  a n d  P r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  N B K A  

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

“Marigold” Extra-life kitchen gloves
Other brand kitchen-style glove (which?)

Standard (thin) nitrile
Latex (disposable)

“Marigold” Extra tough outdoor gloves
Standard leather (goatskin)

Heavy duty leather (cowhide)
Mordant leather

Plastic (with integral gauntlet)
Latex (with integral gauntlets)

Tough nitrile (long cuff)
No gloves

The results of the glove survey from the August issue of Buzzword 

“you can cut 
out the tips of 
the thumbs 
and first 
fingers which 
will allow you 
much more 
dexterity, and 
allow you 
easily to pick 
up queens for 
clipping and 
marking. ” 
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across the top bars of the brood chamber. When disman-
tling a hive I normally put the super in front of the hive so 
flying bees returning enter the supers and do not trouble 
me. Do not put the supers in front of a hive that has a vir-
gin queen flying from it, remembering that you would 
have to have a very good reason for opening a hive with a 
virgin queen in it. 

Finding the queen 
Sometimes you have colonies that are very aggressive be-
cause of their makeup and something has to be done and 
this nearly always involves finding the queen. In the first 
instance this may be easier in the early part of the season, 
when the colony population is lower. Always choose a 
good day when the bees are flying well. One trick I learnt a 

long while ago, which sometimes works, is to hang a sack 
in front of the entrance so the flying bees returning can 
not get into the hive, leave for some time, and then 
when you remove it they will be so pleased to get home 
and release Nasonov scent, and less inclined to sting. 
Another trick is to take the brood chamber away from 
the site leaving the supers or an empty box there to take 
the flying bees. 

Two other points to remember is that if you do have a 
colony in an apiary that is aggressive, leave it to last, oth-
erwise apart from them following you round, the smell of 
the venom they release will tend to stir up the other col-
onies. If you do get stung, on your person or on your 
gloves, mask the smell of it by smoking the area. 

I have been the librarian for the NBKA for sev-
eral years now and have reached a point 
where I would be happy to pass this role on to 
someone else, if they are interested. 
The task is not an onerous one, though it has one or 
two challenges that I will come to. I can show anyone 
interested in taking over the role exactly what it in-
volves and I would also be available for advice and back
-up during a transition period.  
As the librarian, I store the library books at my house. 
Though not a vast library, over a hundred 
books takes up some shelf space and they 
obviously need to be stored somewhere 
safe and dry. Having them to hand is one 
of the perks of the job. 

How to borrow a book 
Usually beekeepers contact me by email 
(librarynbka@gmail.com) and either come 
to my house to borrow or return books or, 
more often, collect or return books at the 
next NBKA meeting. There is a list of the 
library’s books on the NBKA website 
(https://norfolkbeekeepers.org.uk/
library/). 
As well as bringing along those books that 
have been requested to meetings, I also 
usually bring a small sample of other 
books that may be of interest, including a 
sample of books related to the talk topic 
and any new ones that may not be on the 
list published on the website (last updat-
ed 17/01/2022). One issue that needs to be pursued is 
whether many members actually check the website for 
this list, and if not whether there are other ways of 
sharing this information. One suggestion is to publish 
the list of library books in the yearbook as well as on 
the website. This would require more trees being cut 
down, of course. 
I have a small allowance for new books, managed by 
David Goodwin as Treasurer. Some books are also kind-

ly donated to the library, most re-
cently Rosemary Fordham gave a 
box of books to us in 2020. 
Bringing books to the meetings has 
become a bit more of a challenge 
since the recent change of venue. When 
meetings were at Easton, I could park just 
outside the building and then carry the box of books 
to the meeting room, often with the assistance of other 
beekeepers. But with the recent change of venue, 
books may need to be transported further – certainly if 

Dereham Salvation Army Hall becomes a 
regular meeting place, as it is not possible 
to park as close to the venue. One solu-
tion would be to obtain a trolley or cart 
that could be wheeled from the car park 
to the meeting place. 

Little black book 
I have a book that identifies who has tak-
en out any books – members fill in this 
information when they take books out. 
Prior to lockdown a return date was in-
cluded for each book. I would often 
phone those with overdue books and ar-
range a drop off or meeting date when 
the books would be returned. These con-
versations were always friendly and often 
allowed me to catch up with other bee-
keepers’ recent experiences in the apiary 
and elsewhere! Since lockdown only the 
most intrepid have beaten their way to 
my door.  

So, in summary, I would be happy to pass the NBKA li-
brarianship on to anyone who is interested, so do get in 
contact if you would like to discuss this further. 
In addition, necessary changes in venue for NBKA 
meetings mean that transporting books may require a 
small trolley of some type. Finally, a more technically 
minded librarian might come up with good ways in 
which members can more easily identify books they 
wish to borrow. 

NBKA library update 
M i m e  M a t t h e w s ,  N B K A  L i b r a r i a n  

Bees, gloves and handling (cont. from p2) 

An example of the riches of the 
NBKA library, a lovely and in-
formative book by the charmingly 
named Beowulf A Cooper 
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It seems almost too hard to believe now that we 
are in the depths of winter but the Autumn Hon-
ey Show and apiary opening took place on a fab-
ulously hot September afternoon (more on the 
apiary opening on p5 of Buzzword). 
The last time there was a report in Buzzword for a honey 
show was in 2019 so the 2021 show came as a welcome 
relief after we had to cancel all events in 2020 and many 
in 2021, along with the Royal Norfolk Show, because of 
the dastardly Covid. We only hope that we can resume 
normality in 2022. 
Many members who came commented on the abun-
dance of the tea and cake (some went back for at least 3 
helpings) and really appreciated the tour of the beautiful 
gardens of our generous hosts at Coston. 
I also wanted to say very many thanks to all who helped 
organise, set up and take down the honey show and a 
really big thank you to Paul Metcalf who was the judge. 

I have presented the 
details of who won 
this year. The prizes 
were presented on 
the day as we did 
not have a Presi-
dent’s Evening this 
year. If you didn’t 
win, please try again 
next year and if you 
didn’t enter, I’d like 
to encourage you to 
have a go. 

    Autumn Honey Show 
P a t  M a r s h a l l ,  S h o w  S e c r e t a r y  

 
 
 

Category Name of person 
taking first prize 

MEMBERS’ CLASSES 

A Two 1 lb jars light liquid honey Alan Chapman  

B Two 1 lb jars medium or dark liquid honey Mr & Mrs A Marshall 

C Two 1 lb jars creamed or granulated honey Mr & Mrs A Marshall  

D Novice Class Mr N Adams  

E Six 1 lb jars honey labelled for sale all the same Mr & Mrs A Marshall 

F One 227g (8oz) cake of wax, plainly moulded  Nigel Bowden  

G One Honey Cake  Pat Marshall  

OPEN CLASSES  

H Composite Class  Mr & Mrs A Marshall  

I Two containers Cut Comb Honey  No Award  

J One shallow frame  Venetia Rist  

K Commercial Block of Wax  Venetia Rist  

L Six 1oz blocks of wax, all the same Venetia Rist  

M Two plainly moulded candles Venetia Rist  

N One bottle sweet Mead Nigel Bowden  

O One bottle dry Mead Lynne Pettit  

P Any honey cake Venetia Rist  

Q 4oz (100g) sweets containing honey Lynne Pettit  

R Craft Bee Exhibit  Nigel Bowden  

PRIZES AWARDED 

BARNES MEMORIAL CHALLENGE CUP 
(awarded to the member gaining the most 
points in Classes A – G) 

Mr & Mrs A Marshall 

PERCY GARROD CUP Mr & Mrs A Marshall 

SIR THOMAS COOK MEMORIAL CUP 
(awarded to the member gaining the most 
points in classes H–R) 

Venetia Rist 

Lloyd Cup (two jars light liquid) Alan Chapman 

Davies Challenge Cup (two jars medium) Mr & Mrs A Marshall 

Padmore Challenge Cup Mr & Mrs A Marshall 

Novice Class Leech Challenge Cup Nick Adams 

Retail Class NBKA Challenge Cup Mr & Mrs A Marshall 

A sample of the 
array of entries 
in the show. So 
many  clear 
honeys (left, 
top) – how to 
choose? Below: 
can you spot 
the Editors 3rd 
prize-winning 
mead (out of 3!) 

Right: The 
Bishop of 
Norwich, the 
Right Rev’d 
Graham 
Usher, gives 
the Sir 
Thomas 
Cook Me-
morial Cup 
to Venetia 
Rist, under 
the watchful 
eye of Paul 
Metcalf 
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but it is so important to 
pass the ancient art and 
skill of talking to our 
bees and caring for 
them. Bees have be-
come a little bit trendy 
for some people to have 
and then they don’t look after them. Maybe they’ve not 
been on a course and it’s a worry for swarming and dis-
ease and how we control some of the tougher aspects of 
beekeeping. 
He also thanked everyone who had the vision and put in 
so many hours of hard work to set up this apiary and he 

said he was really excited 
about what this will do in the 
coming months and years. 
He also thanked Paul Metcalf, 
particularly, for all that he has 
given to this association over 
very many years and his hard 
work. 
The bishop asked Paul to unveil 
the plaque with him. Paul was 
clearly surprised when he saw 
the sign, which read The Paul 
Metcalf Teaching Apiary, as he 
hadn’t been told this in ad-
vance. In response to a friendly 
heckle from the crowd of ‘not 
like you to be stuck for words’ 
he responded ‘I’m just getting 
there, Pat’. 
Paul then went on to say “In 

lockdown, I started to write out what I’d actually done in 
beekeeping over very, very many years – actually fright-
ening the length of time that I’ve been doing it – the 
things and people that I’ve come across in that time. I’ve 
been fortunate in all that time that I’ve actually enjoyed 
it. Just as I was getting into beekeeping, both my mother 
and father 
died. They’d 
always 
thought I was 
a hopeless 
case before-
hand and 
probably 
thought I was 
a hopeless 
case for bee-
keeping but 
they never 
lived to see 
what I did with 
it. Thank you 
all very much 
and this is a 
very kind 
thought.” 
 

The Right Rev’d Graham Usher, Bishop of Nor-
wich, formally opened the Paul Metcalf Teaching 
Apiary on a perfect September afternoon. Paul 
was taken by surprise to see his name on the 
plaque. 
During the opening ceremony, the bishop commented 
that while he had inherited many honorary patronages 
and positions from his predecessor, Bishop Graham 
James, the one thing that his predecessor didn’t have was 
Vice President of the NBKA! As a beekeeper and ecologist 
by background, and also having just taken on the lead 
role for the environment for the Church of England he 
was delighted to have been invited. 
He told the gathering that he al-
ways enjoyed being around bee-
keepers because they were an ec-
centric bunch. When he was the 
Bishop of Dudley he always went 
undercover so no one knew what 
he did as his day job but here his 
cover had been well and truly 
blown! 

Bees and abundance 
Bishop Graham went on to say that 
in the bible the theme of honey and 
bees is about life in all its fullness, 
abundance and goodness. He gets 
that sense from being among bee-
keepers – we enjoy life and there’s 
a sense of abundance and joy; even 
when you’ve only got half a pound 
of honey off your bees you’re still 
really proud. 
What a joy it is to be together after lockdown and some 
sort of normality in life again, he said. He thanked Dina 
and Jamie Hambro for providing the lovely apiary site and 
the opportunity for education. Education is so important, 
not only to encourage a new generation of beekeepers 

Paul Metcalf Teaching Apiary official opening 
2 5 t h  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 2 1  

“Waiting for divine inspiration from above”, with thanks to 
Paul Metcalf for the suggestion of the caption 

After the unveiling of the plaque at the official opening 
of the Paul Metcalf Teaching Apiary. With Trevor Nash, 
Chairman (left), Paul Metcalf, President (middle) and 
the Bishop of Norwich, Graham Usher (right) 

Paul Metcalf (right) addresses the congrega-
tion of beekeepers who attended the opening 
of the apiary, with the Bishop of Norwich 
looking on 
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As we approach the end of what 
(as I have said before) has been 
a challenging year the weather 
seems to continue to do the 

unexpected. Late October saw 
my bees stashing away food at an 

amazing rate. First balsam and then 
ivy. Together with the sugar syrup I always 
give them as well they had more stores at that 
stage than I can remember. Saying this I will 
still have to keep an eye on them through the 
winter anyway as they may not be able to use 
it all because it has set in the comb. 
As with all Associations like ours where the Committee 
is reasonably large (up to 14 members) we set up Sub-
committees, to address various issues more efficiently, 
and report back to the full Committee. The Show Sub-
committee, chaired by Pat Marshall, is one that runs 
continuously as we (usually) have a couple of honey 
shows a year. Then there is the Events Sub-committee 
who put together the calendar of events – we would 
always welcome suggestions of speakers and ideas of 
subjects for talks and events that we might be able to 
attend etc. We did have an Apiary Sub-committee but 
now that the site is up and running this has become 
the Apiary Management Team led by Ian Watkinson. 
Finally, we have the Charity Sub-committee, headed by 
David King. As we have mentioned previously, this is 
looking into the pros and cons of your Association be-
coming a Charity. There are clearly financial benefits to 
us all from doing this, but we will need to draw up a 
new constitution to satisfy the requirements of the 
Charities Commission (our existing one was due for an 
overhaul anyway) and work on this is in progress with a 
view to completion in time for your consideration at 
the 2022 AGM (5th March). 

Talks in the nude? 
Recently we have had a couple of interesting and en-
joyable talks. On 12th October WNKLBA organised an-
other talk by Professor Jamie Ellis from the University 
of Florida. I think it would be difficult to find anyone 
more passionate, entertaining and so keen to share 
information on anything related to honeybees. Due to 
the time difference, he takes time out of his working 
day to speak for us, and although we get a reasonable 
turn out, it is a pity that more of us don’t tune in. A 
great advantage of holding talks via Zoom is that it is so 
easy to connect. If you keep your video off it doesn’t 
matter how or whether you are dressed, and it can 
even be running in the background if you happen to be 
doing something else at the time. 
At the beginning of September, Kirsty Stainton came to 
Dereham to present a talk on her studies of bee virus-
es. It was really good to be able to meet up and have a 
“live” talk and we also did our best to run this on Zoom 
concurrently but again, Kirsty’s commitment and the 
time involved in organising the talk deserved a larger 

audience. A major part of Kirsty’s talk was on CBPV 
(chronic bee paralysis virus), still very much of interest 
to me as the colony I wrote about in 2020 started to 
show signs of it again in August 2021. I noticed shiny 
bees that gradually increased in number. At the time 
the colony was requeening with a daughter of the previ-
ous queen so I had to wait a few weeks till she started 
laying. In 2020 I shook out the colony three times, a 
week apart, so I decided to do the same again this year. 
When I checked them at their final inspection there was 
no sign of any shiny bees. 
Kirsty, and others, have warned of the risk of transfer to 
other colonies but I have another 5 or 6 in the same 
apiary and, to date, none have shown any sign. So, be-
cause I hate the idea of destroying the colony, and be-
cause in other respects it appears to be strong, I will 
continue with my “experiment” to see if I can get this 
colony clear of the virus. 

Suggestions for talks 
I mentioned above that we would welcome suggestions 
for talks and events so if you come across bee-related 
reports and articles you would like to hear more about 
then please let us know. Next year we will be doing de-
mos at the apiary (now officially named the Paul Metcalf 
Training Apiary) and will let you know when plans are in 
place but do let us know if there are particular aspects of 
beekeeping you would like to see demonstrated. 
Finally, I hope that everyone has had an enjoyable, healthy 
Christmas and let’s hope that our bees make it through 
and we have a really good beekeeping year in 2022. 

  The Secretary Matters 
G a r r y  B o w l e r  

A bee flying on 7th January, making use of pollen on the Hel-
leborus niger found flowering in Lynne Pettit’s garden   Ph
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ERRATUM 
In the 2022 Yearbook, the email address of the Regional 
Bee Inspector was incorrectly supplied. The correct ad-
dress is: peter.davies@apha.gov.uk and you can contact 
him on: 07900 292160. 
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Across 
1 Forked feature of spring migrant for this icon-

ic Norfolk flyer (11) 
7 It’s a reflex to follow this with a cup (3) 
9 Fruit without direction for where the sweet 

stuff is produced (9) 
10 Fasten and proceed onto this special Norfolk 

land feature (5) 
11 Man follows betting system, a symbol for 

American native Indians (5) 
12 To the west maybe, a way up for eggs (9) 
13 And too much time spent on the previous one 

may leave you with this (7)  
15 There will be an answer according to John & 

Paul (3,2,2) 
17 Scottish road engineer a couple of letters 

short of a nut (7) 
19 Al’s main mix up is that these are not insects 

(7) 
20 A sign that things have been let go when  

combining a Scottish potato and lake? (9) 
22 Heart, liver, lung, all something to groan 

about (5) 
24 This is what we really like to see, it’s what our ladies 

collect (5) 
25 Presumably these members of the colony are always 

prepared (5,4) 
27 One type of problematic brood, small bag maybe (3) 
28 1 across is included in this wider natural group (11) 

Down 
1 It’s our star and needed for both 12 and 13 across (3) 
2 Course where you could confuse Costa (5) 
3 Oaf mulled about how to make this for the garden (9) 
4 Sherlock’s side kick includes one, and is there to serve 

(5,2) 
5 Place to find guns, or football? (7) 
6 A bit of make-up answering back (5) 
7 Girl, neither at fault (9) 
8 The time of year when there will be no shooting (5,6) 
11 International games that sound more like trials (4,7) 
14 Messed up iconic tin, related to addictive component 

(9) 
16 Often what the older man gets, certainly applies to 

me! (4,2,3) 
18 Gets together with friends, but not on the lower floor 

(5,2) 
19 First two letters, time without an ‘e’, just disappear (7) 
21 Place that is simply rural (5) 
23 Reversing English floating block of ice, bird of the 

Broads (5) 
26 A place to relax, surprisingly found inside a Business 

Park (3) 

The ‘not quite’ annual Buzzword crossword 
B r a y  G r o w l e r  ( a n a g . )  1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8 

                              

9                   10         

                              

11           12                 

                              

13   14           15   16         

                              

17           18   19             

                              

20       21           22   23     

                              

24           25               26 

                              

27       28                     

  Insect of the month 
Aphids, the gar-
deners’ bane. 
Known variously 
as greenfly, black-
fly and plant lice 
(among other 
things), part of the 
order Hemiptera 
in the superfamily 
of Aphidoidea. 

There are more than 500 aphid species in Britain. 
Remarkable for their ability to appear as if by 
magic and reproduce like crazy by asexual repro-
duction (and some are essentially born pregnant), 
they may just be the varroa equivalent of the plant 
world in the way they can transmit plant viruses. 
Anyone who has brought plants in from the gar-
den to overwinter will know the pain of aphids, 
particularly if they are ‘good’ and practice organic 
gardening. The insect to the left is a gardening 
‘hero’, the aphid-eating ladybird larvae. 

New Year tip from George Male: Christmas tree as free, 
pine-smelling smoker fuel! Chop it up and bag it (he uses a 
black bin bag), pop some lighted paper in your smoker and 
add the Xmas-tree trimmings. 
Did anyone leave two cake tins at the apiary after the 
event in September? Please contact Trevor on 
chairnbka@gmail.com 
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Hive thefts: please be aware of reported thefts. If you 
are offered a nuc/hive from a ‘strange’ source please 
contact the Secretary. 

Things ‘For Sale’ & Wanted 
For sale: 
Because of ill health, Peter would like to sell 5 National 
hives all with bees. They come with an extractor, 
Snelgrove board, extra supers, a flow hive National super 
and a few other bits but not till March or April after in-
specting for any disease. They have been treated for var-
roa very recently. All enquiries to Peter on 
pryland@gmail.com 

Wanted: 
Buckets of honey. Because of a poor honey crop, Vic is in 
need of some buckets of honey and is prepared to pick up 
from Norfolk, Suffolk and South Lincolnshire. Please con-
tact him on vicleeder@hotmail.com or 07767766167.  

Forthcoming Events 
Date Time Event Venue Contact 
January 
22 2pm Talk: Assembling Hive Parts, N Bowden Dereham Salvation Army Hall Secretary 
25 7.30 Talk: Round-up from bee inspector WNKLBA Pete Davies 
February 
12 2pm Talk: The coming season, Paul Metcalf TBC Secretary 
18 7pm Executive committee meeting Zoom Secretary 
March 
5 2pm AGM and Padmore lecture  TBC Secretary 
  Dr Ian Bedford, Companion planting 
April 
2 TBC Talk: Dr Chris Evans (subject TBC) TBC Secretary 
8 7pm Executive committee meeting Zoom Secretary 
16 2pm Demo: Opening up NBKA Apiary, Coston Secretary 

   Local suppliers listing 

Applebee Apiary, Rockland St Mary 
John Everett, Master Beekeeper 
Large range of beekeeping equipment from Thorne 
and other suppliers. We breed and sell honey bees. 
01508 538231 everettapplebee@hotmail.co.uk 
http://applebeeorchard.co.uk/ 
Closed Sundays 

Please bear in mind the advice of Public Health England for 
social distancing and essential journeys for everyone in the 
UK when buying or picking up supplies. 

Don Cooper, Roughton NR11 8QP; 01263 761517 
5/6-Frame BS nucs available from £160; 
Other sizes of nuc available to suit customer; 
30lb Buckets of honey; 
Advice on “all things bees” 

Anglia Honey Services 
Honey extraction, jarring 
and labelling services and 
hive management: 
Hill House, 
Framingham Earl Road, 
Yelverton, 
Norfolk NR14 7PD 
Tel 01508 491115 or 
07711 517896 
angliahoneyservices@yahoo.com 

Glebelands Apiary, Rocklands St Mary NR14 7BX 
Peter Beckley, Thorne agent (reportedly the longest  
serving in the UK). 01508 480262; orns@btconnect.com 

 
Acetic Acid Supply: NBKA has a supply of 80% acetic 
acid available to members at cost. 1 litre bottles at 
£6.30; 5 litres at £26. These can be collected from 
Alvan in Reepham. For details contact 01603 873383. 
Nucs and queens for sale 
2021 queen 6-frame nucs available 
BS National 8 x 12” frames, £150 
Collection or installation by arrangement  
Contact: Venetia Rist, 07710 753307 
Nucs: 6-frame National, £150; 14x12, £180 
Delivery and installation available 
Queens: Open mated from good-tempered stock, 
£20 + postage. Viewing prior to purchase welcome 
Contact Lee: 07717 676262  
or leechapman91@live.co.uk 


